CloudNine™
AUTOMATION SOFTWARE
Versatile Control of Video From Anywhere at Anytime
NVerzion® CloudNine™ comes with basic automation software. This software
provides a basic dub station (Cloud Record) and an elementary play list (Cloud
Play). CloudNine has a fully functional VDCP interface, both serial and network.
It can be easily connected to an existing automation system or expanded upon
with NVerzion's NControl™ automation suite.

NVerzion’s key goal is to help

Cloud Play is a simple scheduler that
sequentially plays a series of events from
CloudNine. Specify the media you want to
play, the in-point to play from, and an
optional duration, and then click the play
button. A drop down list displays all
available media. Status windows provide
clock and warning indications. 5 keys
allow you to manually trigger effects. Load
up to 2 schedules or implement loop mode. Cut, copy, and paste edit
functionality is available.

across an organization.

broadcasters manage digital
workflow, which allows more
efficient use of media assets

Each system is architected and
integrated with the customer in
mind, so the final system delivers
and provides the capabilities you
need meeting your expectations
in every way.

Cloud Record is a simple, easy-to-use dub station. Frame accurately
dub media from an external VTR to the CloudNine video server. The
software provides a means to jog and shuttle the remote VTR. Mark an
in-point, specify a duration and media ID, and click the record button.
When the real time transfer is complete, you will have a new copy of
the tape media on the video server.
Manual Control. The CloudNine software hosts a number of
immediate manual controls that allow you to perform manual
record and play out. For records, enter a name and duration, cue,
and start recording. For Playout, choose the desired material, or
FX, cue and play from the first frame of video or from a desired in
point. 8 configurable radial buttons allow you to immediately
play desired FX. Jog and shuttle buttons, as well as a slider bar,
give you immediate control of the video being played. A simple
manual play list, with loop mode, is also included.
NControl Lite. In addition to the free software that comes with CloudNine,
NVerzion sells a wide variety of automation software solutions. NVerzion
created the NControl Lite package as a gateway to a more robust automation
solution. The package includes a full featured NControl play list, NGest™
dubbing station, NPoint™ preparation and segmenting software, NBase™
MYSQL database manager, NView™ database editor, EMC Router controller, and
4-port EMCNT machine control server. All of these come to you, ready to work,
on a 2-RU industrial rack-mount computer. Contact NVerzion for pricing.
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